In this paper, to obtain the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) from the graph with several nodes having the same weight, I applied both Borůvka and Kruskal MST algorithms. The result came out to such a way that Kruskal MST algorithm succeeded to obtain MST, but not did the Prim MST algorithm. It is also found that an algorithm that chooses Inter-MSF MWE in the 2 nd stage of Borůvka is quite complicating. The 1 st stage of Borůvka has an advantage of obtaining Minimum Spanning Forest (MSF) with the least number of the edges, and on the other hand, Kruskal MST algorithm has an advantage of always obtaining MST though it deals with all the edges. Therefore, this paper suggests an Hybrid MST algorithm which consists of the merits of both Borůvka's 1 st stage and Kruskal MST algorithm. When applied additionally to 6 graphs, Hybrid MST algorithm has a same effect as that of Kruskal MST algorithm. Also, comparing the algorithm performance speed and capacity, Hybrid MST algorithm has shown the greatest performance Therefore, the suggested algorithm can be used as the generalized MST algorithm.
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MSF Vertices
Candidate Edges MSF Edges 
{a,b}=2 {c,d}=2 {d,f}=2 {e,f}=2 {f,g}=2 {g,h}=2 
{c,d}=23,{f,g}=40,{d,g}=20 ⇒ {c,d}=23,{d,g}=20 선택 
{d,g}=20→{c,d}=23
{a,e}=2→{b,c}=2→{c,g}=1→{d,c}=2→ {e,i}=1→{f,j}=2→{h,l}=5→{j,k}=2→{k,l}=1 {a,b}=10,{b,f}=3,{g,f}=3,{e,j}=3, {i,j}=3 ⇒ {b,f}=3,{e,j}=3 선택 
Kruskal MST 알고리즘
 {c,g}=1→{e,i}=1→{k,l}=1→{a,e}=2→{b,c}=2→{c,d}=2→{f,j}=2 →{j,k}=2→{b,f}=3→{e,j}=3→{h,l}=5
{c,g}=1→{e,i}=1→{k,l}=1→{a,e}=2→ {b,c}=2→{d,c}=2→{f,j}=2→{j,k}=2→{h,l}=5 {b,f}=3→{i,j}=3 
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